New Features/Enhancements

Across the Suite

- Addition of ALT tags to the images in user guides for ADA compliance. (User guides may be found in the Help Center section of each module.)

- Embedded help topics and videos are now available. Click the Help button in the top right corner to access all help topics for the individual record or module that you’re in.

- Personalized data displays - Users can control what they deem to be important on data display tables. Click the gear icon to reorder or hide specific fields or export the table to CSV. The settings will be saved even after you log out.
Agreements

- Renamed the report *Agreements by submitter* to *Agreements by manager/PI*.
  - The Submitted By column has been split into two, *Manager/PI First Name* and *Manager/PI Last Name*. This allows for sorting and filtering by first or last name, and makes the report name and column headers more accurate.
- Renamed the report *Agreements by primary sponsor* to *Agreements by contracting party*.
- Documents uploaded to a record via the Email Catcher now set version history, and reflect changes in the name of the document when a revision is uploaded later.
- Record workspace updates:
  - *Supporting Documents* section has been removed from the workspace summary.
- Agreements Global Search in place on the Agreements landing page.

Agreements can be searched by the below-mentioned attributes:

- Agreement ID
- Name Agreement Type (Acronym)
- Agreement Type (Name)
- Description
- Amendment Description
- Agreement File (Draft and Final)
- Supporting Documents
- Contracting Party (Organization name, Contact name)
- Principal Investigator (First Name, Last Name)
- Agreement Creator (First Name, Last Name)
- Created By (First Name, Last Name)
IRB Site Search in place on IRB landing page. This allows IRB Submission projects, pages and documents to be indexed for searching. The site search index for an IRB Submission will be updated every time there is a state transition, activity run or view saved. Results are displayed in order of relevance (e.g. number of times key word(s) appear in project data) and display only records that the user has permission to view.

IRB can be searched by below-mentioned attributes:

- Study ID
- Full Study Title
- Name
- Description
- Investigator
- Investigator Employer Name
- Protocol Documents
- Funding Sources (Organization Name, Funding Source ID, Grants Office ID, Attachments)
- Study Team Members
- Research Locations
Drugs (Name, Attachments, IND Number, Other Attachments)
Devices (Name, Attachments, IDE/HDE Number, Other Attachments)
Study Related Documents (Consent, Recruitment Materials, Other Attachments)
Local Site Documents (Consent, Recruitment Materials, Other attachments)
Assigned IRB Coordinator
PI Proxy
Primary Contact
Assigned Reviewer
Committee (Name)
Related Grant (ID and Grant Title)
Regulatory Oversight
Submission Type
Designated Reviewer
External IRB (Name of External IRB Organization)
External Study ID
Brief Description of Activities Site will Perform
Add’l Local Funding Source (Name, Sponsor Funding ID, Attachments)
Continuing Review Supporting Documents
Summary of Modification
RNI Brief description
RNI Related studies and modifications (ID and name)
RNI Attach files containing supporting information
RNI Reported by (full name)

System Fixes

Agreements

- Removed the ability to edit agreements in the Terminated state.
- Removed the ability to edit agreements in the Discarded state.
- Removed the ability to execute the Convert to PDF activity while in the Active state.
- Resolved an issue which caused workflow map to disappear from the agreements workspace while a modification is in the Approved state.
- The In Progress tab now shows agreements which are in Routing for Signature state.
- Log Correspondence on the parent agreement no longer copies over to the amendment.
- Change of contracting party will be reflected in the parent agreement records when the contracting party is changed via an approved amendment. (Also updated in the General Information Smartform and Contact tab of agreement workspace.)
- Collaborators added to an agreement via amendment will be copied to the parent agreement when the amendment is approved.

IRB

System fixes for IRB include mostly “behind the scenes” bug fixes for this upgrade.